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ALSHIFA & OEM products
| ALSHIFA products
RAMY® hypodermic disposable syringe

RAMY® hypodermic needle

RAMY® insulin syringe with fixed needle

RAMY® Auto Disable syringe

| OEM products 
ALSHIFA pen needles

ALSHIFA safety needles

ALSHIFA safety blood collection , tube holder set

ALSHIFA oral feeding syringes

ALSHIFA blunt fill needles & blunt fill needles with 5 micron filter

Contact ALSHIFA 
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ALSHIFA MEDICAL SYRINGE

ALSHIFA medical syringe is one of the leading manufacturing of medical  syringes in Saudi Arabia , 
from  more than  35 years to improve the quality of healthcare services providing to patient every 
where .

ALSHIFA medical syringe manufacturing company is dedicated to building a healthier tomorrow and 
helping people live in a healthier world .

In ALSHIFA , we strive to maintain the highest standards in design , manufacture , quality control and 
customer satisfaction .

Core Focus :
 
Consistency making and exceeding our customer's expectations for our product quality.
Superior in timely delivery of products and other services to meet our customer requirements.
Continuous improvement in our process and new technological systems.

ALSHIFA medical syringe manufacturing company :  
Is the largest syringe producer in saudi arabia and the middle east, since 1980.  This background set 
the stage for our work in developing high quality injection products for the healthcare market. 

ABOUT 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY  
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Mission & value Our mission

It is a promise we made to our customers and the society . We will protect the 
safety of healthcare, workers . patients and environment by providing innova-
tive , high quality medical devices.

We are committed to excellence in providing compassionate 
personalized health care through:

Develop core competencies is manufacturing
Design & develop innovative and new products
Ensure consistency in quality
Learn manufacturing for competitive customer prices
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Building a healthier tomorrow
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We believe that all medical treatments are meant for improving quality of life . 
Therefore two factors are considered most important by us. 

We are committed to the highest standards of every product we make to 
eliminate unnecessary suffering and death resulting from unsafe medical 
practices.
We drive great satisfaction to make this world a safer place achieving its      
standards through sterilization, clean room assembly and packaging process.

Quality & Safety are the ground rules for everything. Beyond that, innovation is  
one of those key elements that keep driving us forward. We always strive to 
improve or develop the products which best suit your need.  

Our core values : 
Clean Care Is Safe Clear

Keep Innovating

Quality & Safety :
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We will consistently provide superior products for the health sector to help all 
people live healthy lives. This will be achieved through customer centic, contin-
uous improvement and maintaining an effective quality system which complies 
with regulatory requirements. 

Quality Policy

ALSHIFA medical syringe manufacturing company employees are dedicated 
to the mission and its vision.  Our administrative and technical staff has not 
only brought valuable contribution, but also culture diversity to the company.
We are creating the most cheerful and friendly working environment for our 
employees.

Expertise & Resources
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Quality Mark issued by Saudi Arabian Standards Organization (SASO)

ISO 13485 : 2003 for medical devices notified body – SGS, UKAS

ISO system certification

WHO (PQS) – Prequalification system for immunization fixed dose syringes

Medical Device registration with U.S. FDA - 9680597

510(k) Premarket notification : K972452 - RAMY piston syringes 

510(k) Premarket notification : K971664 - RAMY integrated insulin syringes 

GMP – Good manufacturing practice certified by SASO.
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ALSHIFA MEDICAL SYRINGE
has achieved the following certificats
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Quality needle - for greater injection comfort.
Highly transparent barrel with bold, precise scale- for perfect visualization and 
accurate dosage.
Semi transparent needle hub- for quick observation of flashback.
Integrated plunger stopper - prevents plunger from being pulled out, avoiding 
  exposure to hazardous fluids.
High quality individually blister packaging ensures sterility.
Special silicon lubrication for smooth plunger movement.
Wide Flanges for comfort and stability.

3ml   RAMY ® Luer Lock with exchangeable needle.
5ml   RAMY® Luer Lock with exchangeable needle.
10ml RAMY® Luer Lock syringe with exchangeable needle.
20ml RAMY® Luer Lock syringe with exchangeable needle.
50ml RAMY® Luer Lock syringe with exchangeable needle.
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feature

Product Range
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For situations in which luer lock needle systems are required or preferred, 
ALSHIFA medical introduces the RAMY ® syringe and it provides the added 
ability to exchange needles .

Hypodermic disposable Luer Lock 
syringe with or without needles



For situations in which customer require or preferred slip tip syringe nozzle.  
ALSHIFA medical introduces the RAMY ® Slip Tip Syringe and it provides the 
added ability to exchange needles .

Hypodermic disposable Slip Tip 
syringes with or without needle
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Highly transparent barrel with bold, precise scale for perfect visualization and 
accurate dosage.
Semitransparent needle hub for quick observation of flashback.
Integrated plunger stopper prevents plunger from being pulled out, avoiding exposure to 
hazardous fluids.
High quality individually blister packaging ensures sterility.
Special silicon lubrication for smooth plunger movement.
Wide flanges for comfort and stability.

1ml   RAMY ® Slip Tip  centric with exchangeable needle.
3ml   RAMY ® Slip Tip  centric with exchangeable needle.
5ml   RAMY® Slip Tip  centric with exchangeable needle 
10ml RAMY® Slip Tip  centric or eccentric syringe with exchangeable needle.

20ml RAMY® Slip Tip  eccentric nozzle syringe without needle.
50ml RAMY® Slip Tip  eccentric nozzle Syringe without needle.
50ml RAMY® Slip Tip  centric tip syringe without needle.

feature

Product Range
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1ml Vaccination or Tuberculin hypodermic syringe are roduced for purpose of 
injection of vaccine medication.
Fixed needle.
Detachable needles.

1 ml Vaccination or Tuberculin 
hypodermic syringe
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Syringes come with fixed needles to avoid hands and fingers remain away 
from the needle during injection.
Bold, easy to read gradations.
Enhances accurate dose preparation and verification.
Permanently attached needle injections.
Ease in facilitating low-angle injections.
Less disposal space Potential reduction and prevention of disposal related 
injuries.

1ml RAMY® Tuberculin syringe. Slip Tip nozzle with detachable needle.
1ml RAMY® Tuberculin syringe. Slip Tip nozzle with detachable needle.

Standard needle sizes: 25Gx5/8”, 26Gx5/8”, 27Gx1/2”

1ml RAMY® Tuberculin syringe. with fixed needle.
1ml RAMY® Tuberculin syringe. with fixed needle.

Standard cannaule fixed: 25Gx5/8”, 26Gx5/8”

feature

Product Chart
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RAMY®  1ml \ 0.5 ml Insulin syringe U-100 with fixed cannaule is available in 
both blister packaging and 10pcs Pouch Pack option. For healthcare institu-
tions that administer and insulin patients use injections on regular basis, the 
packaging that comprises of 10pcs wrapped sterile syringes can add up to a 
great deal of time saved over the long term.

1 ml & 0.5 ml Insulin syringe
U-100   with fixed cannaule

ALSHIFA offers a wide range of hypodermic needles with the focus on patient 
comfort. The hubs are color coded for gauge identification. RAMY® blister peel 
packaging allows for ease in dispensing the needle.

Hypodermic needle
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Extra needle sharpness - minimizes patient discomfort.
Color coded hubs - ease of gauge identification.
Translucency hubs - ease of flashback confirmation.
Special needle lubrication - improving injection comfort.

feature
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Integral safety engineered design
Hands and fingers remain away from the needle during injection.

Bold, easy to read gradations 
Enhances accurate dose preparation and verification.

Permanently attached needle
Minimize medication waste.

Less disposal space 
Potential reduction and prevention of disposal related injuries.

feature
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1 ml Insulin  syringe with fixed needle, 
sterile for single use, blister pack

Product-Code               Product-Description          Package

1000 3108 440               31Gx5/16”                       100/ Box

1000 3138 440               31Gx3/8 “                       100/Box

1000 3005 440               30Gx1/2”                       100/Box

1000 3038 440               30Gx3/8”                       100/Box

1000 3008 440               30Gx5/16”                       100/ Box



0.5 ml Insulin  syringe with fixed needle, 
sterile for single use, blister pack
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Product-Code               Product-Description          Package

1005 3108 440               31Gx5/16”                       100/ Box

1005 3138 440               31Gx3/8 “                       100/Box

1005 3005 440               30Gx1/2”                       100/Box

1005 3038 440               30Gx3/8”                       100/Box

1005 3008 440               30Gx5/16”                       100/ Box

If you have viewing problems during taking insulin dose , then our insulin 
magnifier will help you to get your accurate and correct dose and enabling you 
to see exactly how much you are measuring, our magnifier enlarge the scale 
2 times. 
Just clip the magnifier onto our 1cc insulin syringe then start taking the dose. 

Insulin scale magnifier
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Auto Disable syringe

ALSHIFA has acquired k1 AD ( auto disable ) syringe with a built in mechanism 

designed to give a single dose injection after which the syringe is permanently 

locked or disabled., This automatic locking mechanism prevents the syringe to 

be re-used , eliminating re-packaging and re-sale.  

Auto Disable Syring
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Product Description        Trade Mark  Standard Needle Gauge          Pack Type              Pcs /Box

0.5ml AD K1        RAMY   23Gx1.5" or 23G1"                  Individual Blister Pack          100

3ml    AD K1        RAMY   23Gx1.5" or 23G1"                  Individual Blister Pack          100

5ml    AD K1        RAMY   21Gx1.5" or 23G1"                  Individual Blister Pack          100

10ml  AD K1        RAMY   21Gx1.5" or 23G1"                  Individual Blister Pack           50

23 24



ALSHIFA pen needles is your simple and natural choice for daily diabetes drug 

therpy .They can be universally applied to most insulin pens on the market 

providing great convenience for your home injection . ALSHIFA pen needles are 

available in a variety of size , offering you perfect options for your own require-

ment.

Pen needles
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Premium needles quality and extra needles sharpness - minimizes patient discomfort.

Screw thred - Firm and secure fit for the cannula.

Thin wall technology - Ensures optimal insulin flow.

New 4mm 32G pen needles - effective delivery of insulin & greater injection comfort.

feature

Product CODE Product Description           Pack Type                      PCs /Box

PN30008                 30GX8mm           Individual Blister Pack      100

PN31004                 31GX4mm           Individual Blister Pack      100

PN31005                 31GX5mm           Individual Blister Pack      100

PN31006                 31GX6mm           Individual Blister Pack      100

PN31008                 31GX8mm           Individual Blister Pack      100

PN32004                 32GX4mm           Individual Blister Pack      100
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The ALSHIFA safety blood collection tube holder set features a blood collection tube holder 
and a vacuum activation tube.
The safety mechanism is an integral part of the device. 
The activation virtually eliminates exposure to both ends of the contaminated needle, reducing  
the risk of needle stick injury. 
The ALSHIFA blood collection tube holder is compatible with standard, multiple-samples  blood 
collection needles. 
The ALSHIFA safety blood collection tube holder set allows users to keep both hands behind 
the needle when activating the retraction of the needle.  
The single use safety blood collection tube holder set complies with osha regulations to  help 
eliminate cross contamination. 

feature
Safety blood collection , tube holder set

ALSHIFA safety needle is a needle-based safety device that helps you easily 

convert from non-safety to safety, protecting healthcare workers from exposed 

to needle stick injuries.

Safety needles
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Intuitive, single hand safety activation - Minimal training and in-service needs.

Safety sheath - Secure the safe covering of used needle, prevent accidental.

No extra dead space - Minimizes the medication waste.

Audible and tactile "click" - Easier confirmation of safety activation.

feature
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ALSHIFA offers a broad size of oral dispensing syringes including both clear and amber syringes.

Oral feeding syringes
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Special tip design - for wrong-route administration prevention.

Clear dose scale - for accurate volume confirmation.

Amber barrel - design for protect light-sensitive drugs.

feature

Product Description                                               PCs /Box

1ml   Oral Syringe with Tip Cap              100/Inner Box; 400/Case

3ml   Oral Syringe with Tip Cap              100/Inner Box; 400/Case

5ml   Oral Syringe with Tip Cap              100/Inner Box; 400/Case

10ml Oral Syringe with Tip Cap                            100/Inner Box; 400/Case
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ALSHIFA blunt fill needle with filter is used for draw-up of medication, re-constitution of 

medication and accessing IV Bags .

ALSHIFA blunt fill needle with filter features a 5 micron filter membrane that is 
designed to prevent larger particles being drawn into the syringe when prepar-
ing medications from ampules.

Blunt fill needles & blunt fill needles with 5 micron filter
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45° bevel for ease in draw-up of medication from vial.

18G for ease in draw-up of medications.

Conventional standard hub to fit standard luer lock syringes.

5 micron filter - E�ective filtration of contaminant particles.

Color coded for identification.

Lower cost than sharps engineered devices.
Product Description                           PCs /Box

18G x 1 1/2”                          100/ Box; 1000/Case

18G x 1 1/2” with 5 micron filter        100/ Box; 1000/Case

18G x 50mm                          100/ Box; 1000/Case

18G x 50mm with 5 micron filter        100/ Box; 1000/Case
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National and international standards
 

 
 
1. Saudi arabian   standards organization    SSA 679/1992 - Sterile  hypodermic syringes  use and their  methods  of testing (equivalent   to ISO 1993)

     
 

 
  

 

  
 

    
 

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

6. International organization for Standardization: ISO 594/1  & 594/2 - Conical   fittings With  A 6% (Luer) Taper  for syringes,  Needles  and  certain other  
medical   equipment - Part 1: General  requirements   & Part 2:  Lock fittings.    

7. Sterilization of health - care products  - Ethylene oxide - Requirements for the development, validation and routine control of a sterilization process for 
medical devices ISO 11135 part1 & 2.

8. Sterilization of health care products - Radiation - Part 1: Requirements for development, validation and routine control of a sterilization process formedical 
devices ISO 11137 part .

3. Saudi arabian   standards  organization    SSA 68311992  - Conical   fittings with  a 6% (Luer) Taper for  syringes, needles   & certain  other  medical equipment 
- Part 1 General  requirements   and  methods  of testing (equivalent   to ISO 594/1-1986)

4. International organization for standardization: ISO 78861-1 : 1993 Sterile hypodermic syringes, Use and their methods  Of testing. ISO 7846/1993

2. Saudi arabian   standards  organization SSA 68011992 - Sterile  hypodermic needles for syringe use and thei r methods of testing  (equivalent ISO 1996 )

5. International organization for standardization: ISO 7864/1993 - Sterile hypodermic needle  for syringe  use and their  method   Of testing. ISO 594/2,  ISO 594/1
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ALSHIFA Med ica l  Syr inge Mfg .  CO.
1st Industrial City - Dammam - Saudi Arabia

Tel.  + 966 13 84 74 284
Fax. + 966 13 84 74 033

www.alshifa.com
info@alshifa.com

P.O. Box 7917 Dammam 31472


